You are invited to ... 

ASEF—Unplugged Conversations—on—the—Arts In—Asia—and—Europe —____________—Singapore

unplugged
/anˈplʌɡd/

adjective

1. (of pop or rock music) performed or recorded with acoustic rather than electrically amplified instruments. "Rod Stewart's acoustic set spawned an unplugged album that sold three million copies"

2. (of conversations) an informal atmosphere, allowing for an open exchange of ideas "I had an unplugged exchange with arts funders and was able to share my grievances freely"

Speakers:

Ann FOLLIN
Director General
National Museums of World Culture (Sweden)

Manuel RABATÉ
Director
Louvre Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates)

Kennie TING
Director
Asian Civilisations Museum (Singapore)

Moderated by:

Anupama SEKHAR
Director, Culture
Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF)

Join us for a conversation with 3 museum directors from Asia & Europe on the role of museums in the 21st century

TUE 26 MARCH 2019

Asian Civilisations Museum
18:30 - 19:00 - Reception
19:00 - 20:30 - Conversation

RSVP
Denisonde Simbol
denisonde_simbol@nhb.gov.sg

#ASEFunplugged
#ASEFculture
https://asef.live/unplugged